
“We support farmers on Organic Flour” 

 

Bemtat, exporting to 32 companies from its facilities in Tekirdağ, supports organic 

flour production. The President of the Board of Directors of Bemtat Food, 

SerdarÖzdoyuran says “Our Company supports realization of a drugless, hormone-

free agricultural production by encouraging the production of organic products. We 

purchase organic wheat from every region in Turkey.” 

 

Being under the roof of Özdoyuran, Bemtat is a company specialized in flour, bread 

mix and bulk grain. From their premises in Tekirdağ with 5 thousand sqm closed area, 

it exports to 32 countries. In addition, it produces private label products for many 

grocery chain stores like Migros, Tansaş, City Farm. The President of the Board of 

Directors of Bemtat Food, SerdarÖzdoyuran states that they support the producers 

especially about organic flour and there is an expanding organic flour market in 

Turkey, and he says “Our company supports realization of a drugless, hormone-free 

agricultural production by encouraging the production of organic products. We aim at 

protecting the ecological balance in our country by providing our farmers to earn 

more income with a product with a higher added value. We purchase organic wheat 

from every region in Turkey.” Özdoyuran’s answers to our questions are as follows: 

 First of all, can you please tell us the history of Bemtat? How was the company 

established? 

NazmiÖzdoyuranadded the sunflower production plant in 1946 next to the flour plant 

established in 1942 and when he passed away in 1951, his sons Ismail and Kemal 

Özdoyuran took over the company. Two brothers established flour and semolina plant 

with 100 tons capacity in Çorlu in 1952, a second flour plant with the name of Trakya 

Milling in 1958, the Bema pasta plant in Istanbul in 1965, and Salat oil facilities in 

1968. Brothers separated the business in 1974 and Kemal Özdoyuran took flour and 

pasta companies. As our father Kemal Özdoyuran’s children, 

Nazmi,ZiyaÖzdoyuranand me, we have carriedÖzdoyuran enterprises to this day with 

the new investments we have made. 

 

 At the moment, what are the companies under the roof of Özdoyuran 

enterprises? 

We can count Bemtat Food, Özdoyuran Foreign Trade, Agroturk, Özdoyuran Food 

and Özdoyuran Real Estate companies that are under the roof of Özdoyuran. In these 

companies there are approximately 250 people employed. Total 2011 turnover of the 

group is over 100 million TL. 

 

 What is the exact field of activity of Bemtat Food? What is the size that Bemtat 

Food has reached as of today? 

We can say that the main field of activity of Bemtat Food is all sorts of flour, bread 

mix production and international trade of bulk grain. Our production facility, which is 

in Çorlu district of Tekirdağ has been built over a 10 thousand sqm area. It has a 



closed area of 5 thousand sqm. Together with our other group mills, our total wheat 

crushing capacity is 20 thousand tons per month. In addition to our modern 

production facilities, with fully automatic packaging machines, all products we 

produce are packaged. 

 

 What is the volume of your export? 

Our company markets its products both at home and abroad. At the moment, we have 

business with 32 countries, and we continue to expand our trade activities. We have 

intense relations with African and Far Eastern countries. The quality of all products 

produced in our company is a result of the importance we put in our business.  This 

quality has been continuously expanded with the implementation of ISO 9001:2008 

and ISO 2000:2005 integrated management systems. Our export figure for 2011 is 6 

million dollars. We aim athaving 11 million dollars of export sales in 2012. 

Additionally, we plan to increase our 20,5 million TL turnover we have reached in 

2011 to 35 million TL in 2012. 

 You also have private label production. Which market do you produce for? 

Bemtat is one of the leading companies in private label production. We produce flour 

for grocery market chains for Micros, Tansaş, A101, Dia, Tesco Kipa and City Farm. 

 

 You are one of the ambitious companies in organic flour. What are your targets 

on this? 

We aim at encouraging organic wheat production by improving organic flour 

production. We support production of organic flour, in which neither chemical drugs, 

hormones, synthetic fertilizersor additives are included in any phases of production, 

every process is audited, approved and certified. Especially in production of organic 

flour, our company is one of the leading companies in Turkey. In many national 

chains, Bemtat branded organic flour sorts are sold. 

 

 Can you explain more what you mean by support? 

Our company supports the realization of a drugless, hormone-free agricultural 

production by encoring organic production. We aim at protecting the ecological 

balance in our country by providing our farmers to earn more income with a product 

with a higher added value. We purchase organic wheat from every region in Turkey. 

But I would also like to point out that there are difficulties in supplying the required 

tons of wheat. For this reason, application of farmers who need organic wheat to our 

company will benefit both them and our company. 

 

 What kind of a market has organic wheat flour created in Turkey? 

Consumption of this flour increases with each passing day in the world. In recent 

years in Turkey, there is a significant increase in production and sales. We will also 

build an additional plant to our current factory in 2012 to increase the production of 

organic whole wheat flour.  

 



 Can you please comment on the flour market in general? 

We have a strong strategical position and advanced technology. Turkey exports wheat 

flour to more than 100 countries.Turkey is among the first seven countries in wheat 

production in the world. In 2011, Turkey became the first country in the world with 

its wheat export of 2 million tons of flour. The target of our flour industrialists who 

are at the top of the world flour trade is continuing their export to more than 100 

countries, creating new markets, providing exportation and sustainability of Turkish 

flour brand in these markets, and realization of continuity of cooperations and events 

based on training and science. In the last ten years, exportation of Turkey has 

gathered a great momentum. Furthermore, today, according to 2011 end-of-year 

statistics, Turkey has reached to the world leader position in both technology and 

flour quality in flour trade. 

 

 In recent years, flour industry faced some difficulties in Turkey because of idle 

capacity. What is the current position now? 

Because of the low setup costs of flour factories there is an idle capacity problem.  

The solution to this is, instead of prohibiting the informal enterprises who work 

inefficiently, switching to a licensing system of the capacity of the factories. In 

Turkey, total flour production capacity is estimated to be 32.5 million tons. Actual 

production is 14,5 tons.  

 

 Other than this, what kind of problems does the industry have? 

There is the problem of trained personnel. As for the solution to this is opening 

vocational high-schools and vocational colleagues that will train qualified personnel. 

In addition, territories in Turkey are divided in many pieces. Because of this, the use 

of technical opportunities is limited. 

For this reason, efficiency is low. For this, a new soil reform law is about to enter into 

force. This is one of the most important steps taken recentlyfor the agriculture sector. 

Good quality seed problem still continues. And this causes changes in quality and 

quantity.  

 

“We will also grow in real estate” 

 

SerdarÖzdoyuran states that the Family of Özdoyuran will continue its growth in real 

estate development area it has entered in 2012 and he continues as follows: 

“We plan to develop new projects especially on our large field portfolio in Thrace. 

 

Our latest investment in this area is Tekira Shopping Centre project we have 

developed together with Eroğlu Group. We have realized construction and renting of 

this project together with the EROĞLU Group. Later, 100 percent of the shopping 

centerhas been sold to Corio from the Netherlands. 


